Nita’s Notebook Sample Lesson 4th Read of Apple Farmer Annie
Unit 4
Week 4

Read It Again!

4th Read Lesson:
Apple Farmer Annie
How Many Apples Are Left?

ripe and ready to pick! Point to and count the apples at the
bottom of the page and point to the worm crawling on the
middle apple. What would happen if this worm starts to eat
this apple before Annie has a chance to sell it? Use math
words to describe the situation. There are FIVE apples. A
worm eats ONE apple. HOW MANY apples are LEFT? Cover
up the middle apple and help children count how many
apples are left. Continue to do similar problems with the five
apples at the bottom of the page. Cover the apples the worm
eats each time you do a new problem. The last problem
should be covering all five apples and using the word ZERO
to describe the number left.
2. Move quickly through the remaining pages of the book and
point out the different colors and large number of apples
that are shown. Focus children’s attention on the page near
the end of the book where Annie has sold everything. Use
the word ZERO to describe the number left.
3. Model the following procedure for partners:
a. Place a copy of the “How Many Apples Are Left?”
reproducible page on a table or the floor for you and your
partner. Give your partner the five worms and you should
have the five counters.
b. Place the five counters in the basket. Some should be
placed red-side up to represent red apples, and some

Learning Goals
Use a concrete model for subtracting 1–5 objects • Make a
verbal word problem for subtracting 1–5 objects
Materials
• Two-Color Counters (five for each pair of children)
• Measuring Worms (five smaller ones for each pair of
children)
• black crayons (to draw worms) or black chenille stick pieces
to represent worms
• glue, tape
• red, green, and yellow construction paper (or pre-cut apple
shapes)
• scissors
• index cards (blank; one per child)
• sets of index cards labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
• 1 copy of the “How Many Apples Are Left?” reproducible
page per child
• 2 sheets of 8" × 12" cardstock or construction paper
• book binding materials
Whole Group
1. After a fourth read of Apple Farmer Annie, display and reread
the first page to children. Annie is an apple farmer. She has
a big orchard of apple trees. Look at the apples that are
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Connect Math
and Literature

Nita’s Notebook Sample Lesson 4th Read of Apple Farmer Annie, page 2
Continued...
should be placed yellow-side up to represent yellow
apples.
c. Have your partner place 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 worms (one worm
per apple) on the apples that will not be sold. Have the
partner then ask you, “How many apples are left?” Count
the number of apples left and say, “
apples are left.”
d. Reverse roles and repeat the procedure. Play continues in
the same manner until time is called.

and worms! Children should have access to red, yellow, and
green construction paper (or pre-cut apple shapes), scissors,
glue, and materials to make worms (either black crayons or
pieces of black chenille sticks and tape).
Distribute copies of the “How Many Apples Are Left?”
reproducible page. Have each child fill the basket with five
apples. Model cutting a circle to represent an apple (if you do
not use pre-cut apple shapes) and drawing or cutting stems
and leaves. Children should draw or tape 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
“worms” on the apples in the basket and then select and glue
the correct numeral card on the page that shows the answer
to the question, “How many apples are left?” To complete
their pages, children should tape a blank index card over the
numeral card.

Partners
Pair children and distribute a reproducible page, five counters,
and five worms to each pair. Facilitate their interactions by
reminding them to ask the question How many apples are left?
and determine how many apples are left by counting. Make
sure each partner gets a chance to place both the counters and
the worms.
Individuals
Congratulate children on working together to practice. Explain
that they are now ready to make their own baskets of apples

How Many
Apples Are
Left?

How Many Apples Are Left?

How Many Apples
Are Left?
by Miss Moore’s Pre-K

Worms ate some of our apples!
See if you can solve our
problems. “How many apples
are left?” The answers are
under the flip-up card on
each page.

Sample Cover

Sample Title Page
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Shared Writing
Work with children to create a cover and title page for a class “How Many Apples
Are Left?” book. Gather and bind children’s pages together and place the book in the
Library and Listening Center for children to read during Center Time.
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How Many Apples Are Left?

Nita’s Notebook Sample Lesson Unit 8 Manipulative Activity
Unit 8

Manipulative Activity
Babies and Adults
Learning Goals
Recognize and compare heights of objects
• Informally recognize and compare weights of objects
Materials
• Farm Animal Counters
• Bucket Balance

Directions
1. Introduce the Center by talking about the difference in size
between children now and when they were babies. Then
introduce the ideas of height (how high or tall someone
or something is) and weight (how much someone or
something weighs). Help children understand that they are
taller and heavier now than when they were babies.
2. Have children sort the Farm Animals Counters by kind of
animal (horse, cow, sheep, pig, rabbit, duck). Then have
them sort each kind of animal into groups of baby animals
and adult animals.
3. Have children choose one baby animal and one adult
animal of the same kind and compare their heights. Which
animal is taller? Which animal is shorter? Children can
check their answers by standing the animals next to each
other. Then have children hold one animal in each hand and
compare their weights. Which animal is heavier? Which
animal is lighter? Children can check their answers by
placing the animals on opposite sides of the balance scale.

Questions for Discussion
• Which animal is taller, the baby animal or the adult animal?
How do you know?
• Which animal is shorter, the baby animal or the adult
animal? How do you know?
• Which animal is heavier, the baby animal or the adult
animal? How do you know?
• Which animal is lighter, the baby animal or the adult animal?
How do you know?
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Suggested Setting
Math Center

